OKLAHOMA STATE TENNIS

BASELINE CLUB

OKLAHOMA STATE TENNIS
JOIN THE OSU BASELINE CLUB!
The Baseline Club is a great way to support the Oklahoma State University Tennis program and play an important role in our future success.

Annual donations to the Baseline Club will enhance the student-athlete experience by providing the program with additional resources to compete at the highest level. Additional revenue will be used for team travel, recruiting, equipment, or other program needs. Members of the Baseline Club will not only enjoy the pride of supporting the program, but will also receive recognition on a plaque in the new OSU Tennis facility and qualify for annual POSSE benefits and Priority Points.

“The OSU Tennis Baseline Club is a catalyst for taking our program to the next level. As we build a championship program, this is your opportunity to support from the beginning, and through each step in the process.”
— Chris Young, Cowgirl Head Coach

EXCLUSIVE NAMING OPPORTUNITY
For a gift of $2500, you can choose to have your name permanently placed on one of 12 umpire’s chairs in the planned outdoor tennis facility. This opportunity is limited to only 12 donors, one for each new court.

“The Baseline Club is an essential part of our programs. We are very exciting about the direction of OSU tennis. Your support will help us compete and win against the best teams in the country.”
— Jay Udawadia, Cowboy Head Coach

Donations to the Baseline Club may qualify for a tax deduction. (Please consult your tax adviser for specific information.)
“There are many rungs in the ladder of life and stepping stones on the road to success. In my life, OSU has been both a rung and a stone, and it was an anchor as I went out in the world to compete. Please help us to continue to inspire and encourage our young men and women on their journeys. Go Pokes!”

- Lori McNeil, Cowgirl Tennis Great
PLEDGE OF SUPPORT

I, ____________________________, pledge to support Oklahoma State University Tennis by becoming a member of the Baseline Club.

NAME: __________________________________________

ADDRESS: _______________________________________

CITY: ___________________________________________

STATE: ___________________________ ZIP: ___________

PHONE: ________________________________

E-MAIL: _______________________________________

BASELINE CLUB ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION LEVELS

☐ $150+ (GROUNDSTROKE)
☐ $500+ (VOLLEY)
☐ $1000+ (OVERHEAD)
☐ $2500+ (UMPIRE’S CHAIR)
☐ $5000+ (ACE)
☐ $____ (OTHER AMOUNT)

GIFT DESIGNATION (CHOOSE ONE OR BOTH)

☐ MEN’S TENNIS   ☐ WOMEN’S TENNIS

PAYMENT METHOD:

☐ CHECK ENCLOSED (MAKE PAYABLE TO OSU FOUNDATION – TENNIS)
☐ BANK DRAFT (OSU WILL CONTACT YOU WITH BANK DRAFT FORM)
☐ VISA ☐ MASTERCARD
☐ AMERICAN EXPRESS

CARD NUMBER: ___________________________ EXP: _______

CARDHOLDER SIGNATURE: _______________________

Please return membership/pledge form to:
OSU Tennis • Attn: Baseline Club • OSU Athletics Center
Oklahoma State University • Stillwater, OK 74078
405-744-8765 • 405-744-4535 (fax)